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Kore Yamazaki is best known as the author and artist of The Ancient Magus' Bride.

Another exciting entry into Kore Yamazaki's series, she never fails to keep me from flipping through

the pages at high speeds. No spoilers, but Ruth appears more in his human form in this installment!

I'm always a huge fan of seeing Ruth as a human rather than his dog counterpart so insert my

happiness here~ Atop of that, the story in this one shifts with the introduction of several new

characters and a heist-like plot that had me on the edge of my seat. I adore the subtle romance

between Elias and Chise, though It takes a bit of a back burner to everything else going on in this

piece.I miss it!Well, I'm sure Yamazaki will focus on it soon. Until then, I adored this and look

forward to the next in the series!

It was fantastic and it took a nice barrel roll and I can't wait for the next volume.

LOVE THIS SERIES

This is not your typical romance or magic story. Although the heroine is a human and in her teens,



the mage is an odd human/fairy hybrid. There's nothing human about him, unless he uses an

illusion. I'm interested to see how the author gets the relationship between these two to

develop.This plot pulls a lot on European fairy tales, Wiccan/Druidic Lore, and mythical creatures.

All the characters come with colorful pasts and each story is unique. The only trouble is that the

author cunningly ends each book on a cliff hanger! What will happen next? You have to wait for the

next book! Yes, it is torture, but it is worth waiting for the next installment.I highly recommend this

series, but start at the beginning! These characters grow emotionally/mentally with each passing

volume.

The Ancient Magus' Bride continues to be an impressive series. This volume sees Chise involved in

a number of rescue missions, two involving getting Elias out of bad situations. Once those are done,

they learn that some young dragons have been stolen and dangerous consequences may ensue.

Dragons could take to eating poachers and develop a taste for human flesh with the result of war

between humans and dragons. Worse, they might choose to become maids and create havoc in the

lives of the Japanese working women they serve (I wonder how many will get that joke?) Chise and

Elias are part of a rescue team, but matters go out of control and it looks like there will be big

developments in Volume 8. This series remains powerful and has not had a disappointing volume.

I really enjoy this series.It is:-witty-well paced-well drawn (no confusing panels or overly complicated

action scenes that leave you feeling dizzy)-great characters, very likeable-great world

building-highly enjoyable premise, lots of room for excellent storylines which the author utlizesOnly

con is the same as for all manga - I need the next volume!

The book itself was awesome and I posted a quick Goodreads review, but the book did come

already bent which was unfortunate, but I have a feeling that has to do with my mailman...

I love the story and the art, but I'm giving 1 star because of the bad handling. I got volume 2,3,4 and

7 today. I'm attaching a picture to show how the cover and about 1/3 of the pages are folded.
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